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About This Game

Note: this is the standalone version of Invisible Apartment Zero 2 was released in early 2016; however, we encourage you to
download the same story as a DLC (downloadable content) from the main application:

http://store.steampowered.com/app/351790/

Second part of the cyberpunk visual novel series. Set in a future in a mega city where surveillance and hacking are part of every
day life, it revolves around human relations, their dreams and their fight for living a free life.

Invisible Apartment 2 is our first longer format visual novel. Part one, which is already available on Steam for some time now
was a free introduction to the whole series. This part takes place months after the events of the previous part with a bunch of

new characters and a ton of new locations.

Fetch the other parts of the series too. Invisible Apartment 1 and Zero are both available on Steam:
http://store.steampowered.com/app/351790/
http://store.steampowered.com/app/369120/
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Not sure where the hate is coming from but this is definitely a solid DMC game. I'd say that playing as Nero brings something
fresh to the table.. I've changed this review completly as the game has changed totally. Despite what some have said this is a
much better game, but you must (should) get the patch, free from his web site. If the start screen doesn't say uncensored version
then it's not adult. If you're looking for a non-adult vn then this probably isn't for you.

A lot of different endings, track your progress through the unlocked images in the gallery.

Be sure to check the text options to get the speed and style of play you're looking for.

This is now worth it. Of course improvements could be made, we don't all have the same tastes, but this is well worth it, looking
forward to more.. One of the my first major gaming experiences, before dipping into Portal 1, 2 and Bioshock. While obviously
neither the in-game graphics or cutscenes compare to those other titles, Master Reboot is a solid, story-driven puzzle and
adventure game with some quite beautiful levels (Like the field before you enter the Soul Cloud or the level with the encased
neon-tree in it) and enjoyable puzzles.

Some levels are deliberately designed simply to be hard rather than fun (The godawful end level following the plane level and
the infuriating time-trail end boss are the major culprits here) and the platform gaming elements in first person mode are
especially frustrating. Whatever engine this game uses, this is the ONLY game where my laptop was constantly whirring away
trying to cool itself and given the rudimentary style of the graphics this is hardly acceptable. Sort your bloody game engine
issues out Wales Interactive.

The save feature is also irritating because the only save points occur after you've finished both the level and end boss\/level.
More save features more often would have made this game more enjoyable.

The menu screen also didn't function well on my mac. I had to force quit the game nearly every time I exited to the desktop, so I
don't know what's going on there.

Overall however, a satisfying game for entry-level gamers like myself.. GAME IS TERRIBLE, enough said. not worth the
money
. This game was really disappointing for me. The Heroes Rise Trilogy was great, so when I found out that this game came out, I
bought it instantly.
It was a mistake.
Other reviews have mentioned this, but this game was unbearably preachy. I can't really even remember the lacklustre storyline
because I was being bombarded by laughable characters left and right and extremely cringe-worthy social commentary.
I understand that the author feels (very) strongly about his views, and it is fine to put them in a game, but in moderation, please.
There was a certain point where I got tired of reading about how oppressed everyone was that I just started skimming the social
commentary until I got to the actual story. Occasionally I would stop and read what the characters were saying and just roll my
eyes because of how ridiculous it was.
The issues of the 'Underrepresented' was probably the main focus of this game, and they completely overshadowed everything
else. Almost every single character in this game is 'Underrepresented' in some way and they will absolutely not allow you to
forget that!
Also, in order to get a good outcome, the author basically forces you to become a social justice warrior. If you adopt an
alternative social stance, you are punished with a character dying. If you decide that focusing on saving your dying sister is more
important than championing social equality for all, she ends up hating you.
To sum it up, I didn't enjoy this game at all and unless you are (very!) into the idea of becoming a SJW with superpowers, you
mostly likely would not enjoy this either.. I have been cutting my hand for 10 minutes please send help
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Alright, if you're here, then you probably know what the "bullet hell" subgenre is, or at least its parent genre, shoot 'em ups
(from now on referred to as "shmups"), but if not, I'll briefly explain:

Shmups are generally defined as any top-down or side-scrolling shooter, such as Galaga, Space Invaders, and many others.
Bullet hell games, on the other hand, take this to the EXTREME; some of the screenshots for this game should show you just
how many bullets you'll have to deal with. To compensate for this, your character's hit box is extremely small, really only a
couple of pixels big, so that this is at all possible.

With that out of the way, the actual review!

The presentation:
Generally pretty good quality sprite work; I wouldn't say it's anything outstanding, but certainly nothing to scoff at. The menus
are a tad bland, but function well, and aren't boring; just simple.

The story:
It's a little hard for me to comment on this one, honestly; the story isn't really well told throughout the game. To give an example
of how important the story is, there's an option to disable the pre-level "cutscenes", which are only one screen with text and
some pictures anyway. I believe it has something to do with humanity doing something dumb, and that causes some evil person
to attack (again? I'm not sure; I haven't played the first game), and you, being part of some millitary group, have to go and face
her. Not terrible, but not super deep either. But that's probably not why you're here, is it? You're looking for...

The gameplay:
Is fantastic. Before you start the game, you have the choice between two characters, Eryth and Earl, and another once you beat
the true final boss (which, I should mention, I have not done). Now, there are two conflicting sources on the amount of
characters; one (this very Steam page) says that there are two starting characters, with the unlockable third, while the games
official webpage states that there are FIVE characters, along with an unlockable sixth. Neither of these are completely correct.
The second character, Earl, is actually a customizable character; you can use one of four presets, or you can mix and match her
three selectable abilities. These abilities, of which Eryth has as well (however, Eryth is stuck with one skillset), include your
normal shots, "bombs" (which almost never actually includes using a bomb), and "Mana Action", which requires your Mana bar
to be filled up; this can be done by killing enemies. The game isn't too long, probably about an hour or less if your good; but
that's a pretty tall order. The first time I played through this game (playing as Eryth, Revised (normal) difficulty), it took about
two hours of multiple retries to get past these five stages. Despite the difficulty (which is pretty normal for these kinds of
games), I had a blast, and felt extremely satisfied once I finally conquered it. Thanks in no small part to...

The music:
Now, personally, I loved the music. It's probably one of my favorite game soundtracks, and I'm not exaggerating; I rank this up
there with Cave Story, Mega Man X, BlazBlue (the collective series), all of those amazing soundtracks. And the soundtrack
actually comes including in the Steam folder for the game once it's installed, so that's a huge plus. However, looking at another
review, it said that the musical wasn't all that great. So who knows, I might be in the minority on this one.

Overall:
Hopefully this review didn't end up being too long-winded; I don't exactly have a lot of experience with reviewing. However, I
found myself having to hold back on how much I said, because I quite bluntly love this game. It's one of my favorites, and I'm
pretty sure the next few days will be spent on getting the achievements. I hope you decide to pick this game up, because it's
definitely worth it; I plan on buying the other games in the series at some point soon as well.. Great game engine thats all i8 have
to say, it's much easier than the likes of Unity and unreal as far as navigating around the toolset and with a basic but good plugin
system you can add your own behaviors easily with JS - so you can create any type\/style game you like. I picked up the engine
in a sale for very little money and tbh knowing what i do now i would pay full retail price for this engine.

To sum it up.

If you just want to get stuck in designing 3D or 2.5D games then this is for you.. I am recommending this game because I did
enjoy playing it. Was it my favorite game ever? No but I still had fun. If you like hogs then it works well and has good graphics.
The story is pretty good, too. Now if you are impatient and poor this is not the game for you. If you can afford to spend the
money then you will be able to get all the achievements faster than I did (58 hours) but I did accomplish that feat without
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spending any thing more than the .49 USD I paid when it was on sale. Now it was originally a free to play game so it does have
an energy bar but I got plenty of energizers to replenish that energy bar while playing so that was good. Does it have a lot of
grind? Of course, that is the nature of the beast but if you are patient and don't mind sometimes having to wait for the energy
bar to replenish (or have money to spend) then this could be a fun game for you, too. Just don't pay full price.. Coming from
theHunter Classic, I had low hopes for this game as it seemed like the pretty dumb version, to my surprise it is actually pretty
awesome.

Dont get me wrong, this game does have its glitches, mainly with AI's freaking out and getting stuck\/frozen. Other than that, its
a solid game.

I hunt in real life, this game has the majority of the real aspects, besides waiting all day and not seeing anything, as that wouldnt
be fun.

Pros
Great looking graphics
Great sound
Realistic feel\/look
HUGE maps
DLC actually feels like you are purchasing a new game
Lots of awesome guns, bows, animals.

Cons
Guns should do more damage than they do. a 7mm IRL would destroy anything you shoot with it.
AI glitching(maybe I'll see one stuck on a tree every 2-3 hours of play), I am not a programmer, so I dont know what it would
take to fix that.
Bows are OP
WE NEED\/WANT tree stands!

Overall I would give this game a 7.5-8\/10 and I would recommend it to anyone that would like to see what hunting is like or
already enjoys hunting and would like to have a decent simulator.

. This hidden object game is a bit different because it has real people acting in it (badly) lol. The puzzles weren't too bad. There
were some annoying ones. Overall it is worth a couple of bucks.
It took nearly 5hrs to complete.. Avernum games are great.. this game does not load . do not advise buying. if you have limited
computer knowledge is a night mare to fix and steam is hard to pin dowm for correct advice. just going round in circles with
this and now very very fed up and dis satisfied.want money back steam.
. This game has received a lot of negativity. A lot of Ubisoft titles usually do, I guess, by default due to Uplay. I never had any
issues with that, so that doesn't matter to me.

As remasters go (and I've played the original game A LOT), this is well done. Graphics aside, the settings and controls have
been simplified to a point it's actually fantastic. The shooting mechanics were ridiculous compared to other AC titles in this
game, and how they actually work. Aim and shoot, not hold an release (except for the ship combat). The environments and
textures do look better, crisper, and it's just fun to play.

The endlessly long intro sequence is still there, and annoying as ever, but it says a lot about a game when you're willing to sit
through the tediousness of such a long introduction a few times over to play a game. If you know this game, it's worth replaying
this way, if you've never played AC III, now is the time, even if you buy it separately, because given the original price with all
the DLCs, this is value for money, even if the size of the download has more than doubled.

People complaining about the looks of characters etc., consider the game's age. If this were a reMAKE, I would understand, but
it's a reMASTER. It's meant to look a bit better, make it more accessible and offer a more complete game experience. All of
this the AC III Remaster does. I'm definitely enjoying another play through, and if you're a fan of the series, you should, too..
Not for me.. Is there a way to remove this game from my library? I'm so ashamed that all my friends can see I have bought
this....
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